
Online Mentorship 
Classes

Illustration, Concept Creation, 
Design and Program using



How it works

Duration of class:    1 hour

How often:     Once a week

How many assignments:   One assignment per week

Assignment deadline:   The day before next class

When:      During the week, time slots according to availability  

What will you get out of this 3 month mentorship?

- A one hour session from an industry professional
- You will have the basic knowledge of Photoshop to create your own art. 
- Digital Illustration added to your set of skills.
- Basic branding skills.
- Kick starting your career by having an online portfolio, this will set you up to start 
  generating clients and getting people to see your work online. 
- A certificate that you completed your 12 week course 

+



Online Mentorship Classes

WEEK 1:
Concept Class_1st Digital Drawing
Creating your own concept can be tricky, but with a few easy steps to 
delving into your subconsious, you will be suprised.

WEEK 2:
Composition
Creating a brilliant composition, playing with visual weight to get the 
best out of your artwork. + working with smart objects.

WEEK 3:
Character Drawing in city scapes
Placing a character that’s either vector or rasterized onto a city 
scape to make it look like it lives there.

WEEK 4:
Working with basic shapes
Creating a character by only using basic shapes, it’s a great tool 
when you want to make a quick illustration. 
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Online Mentorship Classes

WEEK 9:

WEEK 10:

WEEK 11:

WEEK 12:

GIF Animation creation

Creating a Zine

Character creation

Publishing your work online

Taking one of your illustration or artworks and creating a GIF animation. 

Concept and hand drawings + Creating a layout. A zine is a 
small-circulation self-published work of original or appropriated texts and 
images, usually reproduced via a copy machine. Zines are the product of 
either a single person or of a very small group, and are popularly 
photocopied into physical prints for circulation.

Drawing different types op personas and creatures. 

This is where we create your Behance profile and your Instagram 
account (if you don’t already have one)


